**Link up to instant hot water comfort!**

Hot-LinkPlus has two operational modes to fit the needs of any household. In “Smart” mode, it monitors and records the home’s hot water usage pattern. In optional Pulse mode, the circulator pulses periodically to maintain hot water at all fixtures. In Vacation mode, which is automatically activated when Hot-LinkPlus detects no water use for 36 hours, the circulator turns off, and activates for ten seconds every seven days to prevent corrosion and scale buildup. The Hot-LinkPlus bypass valve’s unique thermal disk technology sends cooled water back to the water heater so hot water lines remain hot.

**Fl & Ci pumps now available in SelfSensing Versions**

Taco is pleased to announce an expansion to their SelfSensing pump capabilities with the addition of CI and Fl end suction pumps. Taco is the first pump manufacturer offering SelfSensing end suction pumps and is also the first to offer drives with a SelfSensing bypass option. This is an important advantage for engineering customers who might need to go around the variable speed control. Now they can simply specify a bypass drive with the pump. These drives easily connect to Taco iWorx building management control systems. With SelfSensing balancing drives on vertical KV/KS pumps and now CI and Fl end suction pumps, Taco is well along in enhancing our commercial pump lines with this capability, which the marketplace is clamoring for.

Vemco offices will be closed Thursday, November 26th and Friday, November 27th for the Thanksgiving Holiday.

---

**Q & A**

Q: Which Taco pump series will introduce a SelfSensing version in 2016?
Prize: $50 AMEX gift card

Congrats to Ammon Palmer from CTA who correctly identified Lochinvar’s mixing calculator as the tool to help you calculate mixed temperatures in a Primary/Secondary piping system.
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